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(/classes/The-Cold-Hard-Truth-With-Chris-Moore?affid=nag)

 SubscribedAnything Goes
A free and open forum. The place to discuss anything on your mind �lm, television and
theater related…or not.

Make a new post in the Anything Goes Lounge:

Post 
 Guidelines

Title

What's on your mind?

 

Leaving Stage 32 (anything_goes/Leaving-Stage-32)

I am leaving this site, I have been abused. I have been made to look like a slut when I am not. I have tired
of games. I am not an object. I am woman with worth. I am not going to go to Arizona and marry a
school teacher. My father is a former Homeland security agent. I do not date men who can not stand up
to my father and protect me from him. I will not be put a position where my father can abuse me or my
family,

I also am not going to go to church. Yes i am nuts. I thought my being talented would be what mattered
not if I was willing to sleep around or was sexy enough to turn men on. But no the conservative side of
America wins and I have to go do comedy because that would make my family proud.

Truth I want a man who is fantastic and who gives a crap about the planet and who cares about the craft
of acting and not the red carpet trash.

(/lauraanntull)

 just now

Laura Ann Tull (/lauraanntull)
Works at Artistic HOPE (not a corporation- business name) Women Love Peace (Busi…
posted in Anything Goes (anything_goes) 
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I am an artist with a starving artist mentality. I do not need a house in beverly hills to be happy but I did
need respect as a capable actress and my reputation on sets has been ruined by GOP republicans trying
to protect the reputation of MEN who either FUCKED me or MOLESTED ME.

I will not remain on a site whose owner has let me be degraded, let young guys hit on me, and prevented
me from being able to protect myself by blocking said misogynists, No I am not working as a waitress,
because I have a slip disc in my back. No i am not working as someone's secretary or assistant. Did that
here, what I got was misogyny and abuse for being a smart educated woman.

Yes I have a chip on my shoulder, because I know when I am wrong and I always try to do what is right. I
am not pretty anymore. I am ugly on the outside. But I am still a better person than the people who have
been trying to drive me out of Los Angeles because I am not good enough because I am not a play mate
sexy slut or a rich heiress.

I had the right to practice BUDDHISM and I am a secular Buddhist. Historically the original Buddha was
not a GOD and did not teach about a divine. Early Buddhism did not pray to the Hindu Gods nor did they
believe in a chaste system. It is a code of ethics and I live by that code. Sorry I do not drink. I do not do
drugs. I do not sleep around, though I am not a NUN. My love life is dead because i do not have the right
to say I am not settling and I am sick of the sick games where I get hit on by gay Christians.

I took RB Botto off my linkedin. And I am sick of being stalked by GOP republicans who think they have
the right to do so, because my father is one of them. Well i have NEVER been GOP and I never will be. I
also left my parents church when I went to college at McDaniel. I was a MARYLAND DISTINGUISHED
SCHOLAR. That means that I was one of the best students in the state of Maryland academically and as
a descent person. I never cheated. I never got in trouble at school. My report cards where As and Bs all
through High School and I was a gifted and talented Social Studies student, honors English, Honors
Math, and standard Science. I refused to dissect anything, otherwise I would have been honors Science. I
was known for being HONEST, KIND, SMART and NICE.

I am not quitting wanting to be an actor because I am good, But I am just not your theater actor type. I
am worth more than I am being treated. No person deserves this kind of abuse. And no woman should
put up with being looked at like a loose whore. I am not going to be driven away because the men in Los
Angeles are to misogynist to accept I can handle men not wanting to screw me or that I need to be
screwed and that is why I want an acting career.

Acting is what I love and I wish I had died of the cancer everyday because I am a good person being
wrongfully abused. And to the men in my network who have shoved the bible in my face and think they
have the right to stalk me so they can share what I post about my beliefs with comments about the bible
being the best book ever. Thomas Jefferson rewrote the BIBLE. He did not believe in miracles. He was a
rational man. The founding fathers created a rational rule of law. Not one where people are bullied for
their beliefs.
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Write a comment...

 

I'm 19 and I constantly fail at everything? (screenwriting/Im-19-and-I-constantly-fail-at-everything)

So, I'll be honest. I'm dirt poor, I'm unemployed, can't �nd a job for shit and I can't really do much in my life
due to the lack of money. I also have no friends and I'm basically alone 24/7 because people in general
don't like being around me. People tell me that I'm so funny and such a nice pers...
Expand post 

(/profile/517092/about)

 18 hours ago

Emily Ann Jefferson (/pro�le/517092/about)
Screenwriter
posted in Anything Goes (anything_goes)  (/relationship/517092/request/friend?destination=lounge%2Fanything_goes)





 
  (screenwriting/Im-19-and-I-constantly-fail-at-everything)  6All comments  (screenwriting/Im-19-and-I-constantly-fail-at-everything)

(/profile/188226/about)

  14 hours agoOwen Mowatt (/pro�le/188226/about)

I was hoping to hear good things about the writing job you secured last week? How is that
going?

(/profile/664871/about)

  13 hours agoDon Diego (/pro�le/664871/about)

Damn I wish I could be 19 again and poor. Seriously so many things you can do with your life.
Start with colleges like Santa Monica college, West LA college, gov �nancial help is always
available there, work on campus for extra cash.

  (/relationship/664871/request/friend?destination=lounge%2Fanything_goes)

(/BrianShell)

 1  10 hours agoBrian Shell (/BrianShell)

I'm 50 and still fail at an awful-lot of stuff... makes me practice to perfect those �aws.

  (/relationship/107949/request/friend?destination=lounge%2Fanything_goes)

(/profile/662796/about)

  10 hours agoWillem Lodewijk Elzenga (/pro�le/662796/about)

Maybe you should get some professional help before you make things worse for yourself. A
psychologist with some life experience could help you get back on track if you feel your out of
the loop. Its b...
Expand comment 

  (/relationship/662796/request/friend?destination=lounge%2Fanything_goes)

(/profile/649267/about)

  5 hours agoDuarte Nuno Nóbrega (/pro�le/649267/about)

Just enjoy yourself

  (/relationship/649267/request/friend?destination=lounge%2Fanything_goes)

Write a comment...
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Liked by Harri-Pekka Virkki (/hpvirkki) and one other

Monday moanin' inspirations (anything_goes/Monday-moanin-inspirations)

Aristotle - "Pleasure in the job puts pleasure in the work."

(/BrianShell)

 10 hours ago

Brian Shell (/BrianShell)
Author & Drummer at PassionHero.com ♦ Author, Musician, Screenwriter, Director, Edi…
posted in Anything Goes (anything_goes)  (/relationship/107949/request/friend?destination=lounge%2Fanything_goes)





  2

Write a comment...

 

We did it!!! We o�cially have our o�ce to do tattoo's, draw comics and create scripts! Ink Icons/
Home of Losttime art and Entertainment (anything_goes/We-did-it-We-o�cially-have-our-o�ce-to-
do-tattoos-draw-comics-and-create-scripts-Ink-Icons-Home-of-Lost)

We did it!!!!!!!! Teamwork, Positive thinking, and God's plan have blessed us with this building/ new shop
where we can do tattoo's, draw comics and create scripts while waiting on tattoo's. We also have a
special spot in the back to create tattoo �ash and comics. Hopefully next year we will get tw...
Expand post 

(/profile/600918/about)

 3 days ago

Kelly Hallman (/pro�le/600918/about)
Screenwriter
posted in Anything Goes (anything_goes)  (/relationship/600918/request/friend?destination=lounge%2Fanything_goes)
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(/pro�le/600918/photos#2054535384758496172)

  

Write a comment...

 

(/pro�le/74875/photos#2051670191128979136)
Rockollections: sax and the city pt.11 (anything_goes/Rockollections-sax-and-the-city-pt-11)

(/profile/74875/about)

 7 days ago

Mike Pell (/pro�le/74875/about)
Actor, Host/Presenter, Producer, Script Consultant, Sound Editor, Sound Mixer, Story A…
posted in Anything Goes (anything_goes)  (/relationship/74875/request/friend?destination=lounge%2Fanything_goes)
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It’s a Return To Sax And The City for 2 Final Chapters!

I still had that pile of songs and I wasn’t going to waste them.

There are a million Saxophone Songs to choose from- some I picked simply because I like them.

Others just HAVE to be played if you are doing a Series On Saxophone!

Much of the fun for...
Expand post 

(https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/radiopell/episodes/2018-
10-01T16_28_04-07_00)

ROCKOLLECTIONS: SAX AND THE CITY PT.11 (https://www.p
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/radiopell/episodes/2018-10-01T1
It's a Return To Sax And The City for 2 Final Chapters! I still had that pile o
picked simply becaus…

  2

Write a comment...
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(/pro�le/74875/photos#2053090536973149349)

Rockollections: sax and the city pt.12 end (anything_goes/Rockollections-sax-and-the-city-pt-12-
end)

It’s Bax To Sax for Sax And The City, and the Final Chapter!

When is the BEST time to hear a Hot Wailing Saxophone?

For me, at a small Rock & Roll Club Around Midnight!

Remember weeks ago when I played my fave Jazz Song?

Well I’ll have an Answer Or Sequel Song to it recorded 3 or 4 years later that went...
Expand post 

(/profile/74875/about)

 5 days ago

Mike Pell (/pro�le/74875/about)
Actor, Host/Presenter, Producer, Script Consultant, Sound Editor, Sound Mixer, Story A…
posted in Anything Goes (anything_goes)  (/relationship/74875/request/friend?destination=lounge%2Fanything_goes)
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(https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/radiopell/episodes/2018-
10-03T12_00_37-07_00)

ROCKOLLECTIONS: SAX AND THE CITY PT.12 END (https://w
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/radiopell/episodes/2018-10-03T1
It's Bax To Sax for Sax And The City, and the Final Chapter! When is the BE
Remember weeks ago when I p…

  2

Write a comment...

 

New free mentorship opportunity for women in �lm (anything_goes/New-free-mentorship-
opportunity-for-women-in-�lm)

Free coaching sessions available with a lot of accomplished women from the �lm and video industry:
http://blog.kitsplit.com/women-mentoring-women-in-�lm-and-video-kitsplits-new-free-resource/?
utm_source=forums&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=awareness

(https://blog.kitsplit.com/women-
mentoring-women-in-film-and-
video-kitsplits-new-free-
resource/)

Women Mentoring Women in Film and Video: KitSplit's new free Resource - KitSplit | Blog (h
https://blog.kitsplit.com/women-mentoring-women-in-film-and-video-kitsplits-new-free-resource/ (https://blog.k
There are not enough women* in film and video. And at KitSplit we want to help fix that. We know how importan

(/unclesean)

 3 days ago

Sean Mannion (/unclesean)
Founder at 4MileCircus ♦ Director, Producer, Editor
posted in Anything Goes (anything_goes)  (/relationship/9235/request/friend?destination=lounge%2Fanything_goes)





  

Write a comment...
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(/pro�le/8769/photos#2051252484378206208)
Scam warning (please read) (screenwriting/Scam-warning-please-read)

(/Kriss)

 1 week ago

Kriss Sprules (/Kriss)
Works at Holland Park Productions ♦ Actor, Comedian, Director, Producer, Screenwrite…
posted in Anything Goes (anything_goes)  (/relationship/8769/request/friend?destination=lounge%2Fanything_goes)
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Hi guys,

I don't come by here very often anymore these days, but I wanted to make everyone aware that there's
currently a scammers going around Facebook offering everyone the earth, and he might convince a baby
writer or two, so I wanted to out him here. His name is Britt Wynn. I've done a mountain o...
Expand post 

 
  (screenwriting/Scam-warning-please-read)  181All comments  (screenwriting/Scam-warning-please-read)

(/profile/664871/about)

 2  6 days agoDon Diego (/pro�le/664871/about)

Oh, mortals. Con artists and preachers. Start value your time.

  (/relationship/664871/request/friend?destination=lounge%2Fanything_goes)

(/DanMaxXx)

 1  6 days agoDan MaxXx (/DanMaxXx)

So what is the scam? This guy is selling his services as a Script Consultant. Nobody is
forcing you to hire him.

  (/relationship/533259/request/friend?destination=lounge%2Fanything_goes)

(/brittwynn)

  5 days agoBritt Wynn (/brittwynn)

Thx Dan and Tony. There is no scam :D

  (/relationship/546909/request/friend?destination=lounge%2Fanything_goes)

(/Kriss)

  4 days agoKriss Sprules (/Kriss)

"No scam" - I'm reliably informed that the actual writer of this movie, Romeo Miller, would very
much like to discuss that with you.

It's a small town, kid. Be careful whose work you try and take credit for.

  (/relationship/8769/request/friend?destination=lounge%2Fanything_goes)
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(/Kriss)

  4 days agoKriss Sprules (/Kriss)

According to your Instagram, you also wrote this Romeo Miller �lm.

So, just a big fan of his work, or are you going to claim you are him?

By the way, your Insta says you wrote it in 2005 and that it's...
Expand comment 

  (/relationship/8769/request/friend?destination=lounge%2Fanything_goes)

Write a comment...

 

Setting meetings at AFM (distribution/Setting-meetings-at-AFM)

(/jbonnell)

 6 days ago

Jon Bonnell (/jbonnell)
Works at Summer Hill Films, White Hogan Pictures, Infinite Spectrum Productions, igo…
posted in Anything Goes (anything_goes)  (/relationship/186363/request/friend?destination=lounge%2Fanything_goes)
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Hey everyone, I'm setting up meetings with �lm makers at AFM for my company
(http://www.summerhill�lms.com (http://www.summerhill�lms.com)).  Please reach out if you are
planning on attending and want to either A) are interested in possible representation for your �lm or B)
are just looking at discussion and consulting about a...
Expand post 

(http://summerhillfilms.com/)

Summer Hill Films (http://summerhill�lms.com/)
http://summerhillfilms.com/ (http://summerhillfilms.com/)
Filmmakers, learn why you would want to work with Summer Hill Films, submit your film to us, and even manage
your collection account online.

 
  (distribution/Setting-meetings-at-AFM)  31

(/conjostudios)

 1  6 days agoConrad Weaver (/conjostudios)

Hey Jon, I'm making a decision this week on coming to AFM, would love to connect.

  (/relationship/401340/request/friend?destination=lounge%2Fanything_goes)

(/jbonnell)

 1  6 days agoJon Bonnell (/jbonnell)

If you'll be there, drop me a line and we'll schedule some meeting time.

  (/relationship/186363/request/friend?destination=lounge%2Fanything_goes)

(/profile/66268/about)

  4 days agoRobert J Gilman (/pro�le/66268/about)

Hey Jon, I'll be there, it'd be great to meet up. I'll shoot you an email and reference Stage 32.
Kind regards, Robert Gilman

  (/relationship/66268/request/friend?destination=lounge%2Fanything_goes)

Write a comment...

 

"...a fun, yet underwhelming experience that is worth slightly less than the price of admission."
(anything_goes/a-fun-yet-underwhelming-experience-that-is-worth-slightly-less-than-the-price-of-
admission)

My latest DVD review for Under the Radar, The Source: The Story of the Beats and the Beat Generation!

(/matthewdavidroe)

 4 days ago

Matthew David Roe (/matthewdavidroe)
Works at Heaven's Fire Films ♦ Director, Director Of Photography, Editor, Film/Theatre …
posted in Anything Goes (anything_goes)  (/relationship/5875/request/friend?destination=lounge%2Fanything_goes)
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http://www.undertheradarmag.com/reviews/the_source_the_story_of_the_beat...
(http://www.undertheradarmag.com/reviews/the_source_the_story_of_the_beats_and_the_beat_generatio
Expand post 
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My Name Was Icek (anything_goes/My-Name-Was-Icek)

ONLY $1900 more to go.....Please help bring Icek's story to life. This project has been accepted to the
Rocaberti Writers Retreat for further development. Seeking help to cover travel expenses and housing.

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/951229644/my-name-was-icek
(https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/951229644/my-name-was-icek)...
Expand post 
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R. A. Modro is raising funds for My Name Was Icek on Kickstarter! The story of a holoc
loss of his family, and how he managed to survive the war.

(/ronmodro)

 4 days ago

Ron Modro (/ronmodro)
Director, Production Manager, Screenwriter
posted in Anything Goes (anything_goes)  (/relationship/489603/request/friend?destination=lounge%2Fanything_goes)
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World Animal day 10/4/2018 (anything_goes/World-Animal-day-10-4-2018)

It's world animal day today, and my question is - what are your favourite movies about or with Animals. Is
it JAWS, is it FREE WILLY, or a little less �shy; BABE, PLANET OF THE APES? Maybe your totally into
Kermit the Frog, I wouldn't know. My personal favourite for today is DANCES WITH WOLVES. Let me
know!

(/profile/662796/about)

 4 days ago

Willem Lodewijk Elzenga (/pro�le/662796/about)
Director, Producer
posted in Anything Goes (anything_goes)  (/relationship/662796/request/friend?destination=lounge%2Fanything_goes)
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(/Anzie)

Steven Harris Anzelowitz (/Anzie)
Screenwriter, director and producer
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(/profile/74875/about)

Mike Pell (/pro�le/74875/about)
Actor, host/presenter and producer

  (/relationship/74875/request/friend?destination=lounge%2Fanything_goes)

(/matthewdavidroe)

Matthew David Roe (/matthewdavidroe)
Director, director of photography and editor

  (/relationship/5875/request/friend?destination=lounge%2Fanything_goes)

(/RomanBlat)

Roman Blat (/RomanBlat)
Actor

  (/relationship/174281/request/friend?destination=lounge%2Fanything_goes)
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